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By the time half term had passed Aziina

had topped everything in class Did she enjoy
school I m grateful for the opportunity to
meet new friends and learn a new culture

the but in this lies in the fact that lessons

came easily to her when what she wanted

was a challenge which came in a different

albeit somewhat embarrassing form
It was the school showers that gave

me quite a shock very mortifying the
first time We had to take off all our

clothes and run to the showers But it

got easier when I told myself we are the
same underneath

Thankfully Dr Aziina didn t have to

endure anymore school showers when the

family returned to Malaysia Thinking that
it was good to be home she soon changed
her mind when her results started to slide

It was so much more difficult back in a

Malaysian school than it was in England

Imagine what it can do to you to be at
the top only to be among the bottom in a

space of time I was sent to the Bangsar
Tuition Centre and met one of the best

teachers ever Mr Aloke Puri who helped

me get my game back she says
What goes down must come up and

so it was with Aziina who found herself

excelling once more in subjects such as

mathematics physics and chemistry
paving the way nicely for a career in medicine

Her academic

efforts paid off and
Aziina secured a

place at Universiti

Malaya where she

began to study

Matriculation for

two years and then

three more at med

school where she

encountered her

first corpse

One day my
course mates and

I were informed of a field trip which
turned out to be a ploy of sorts to find out

who had the stomach for what lay ahead
We found ourselves at a mortuary

Some students even put cologne on
their handkerchiefs to mask the smell

of formaldehyde That coupled with the

dead body in front of uswas a greatwake
up call that this would be a constant

thing for as long as we are doctors It was

my now or never moment and it was

then that I realised there was no room

to back down and I was going to go for it
thanks in part to my parents gung ho

outlook on life she adds smiling

Armed with this conviction Aziina was

well on her way to becoming a doctor
She recalls touching the internal organs
of a corpse for the very first time in 1985

The reason why I remember the year
is because this was just around the time

when AIDs was becoming an increasing
cause for concern and we had to touch

the insides of the body without wearing
any gloves she shares

Our professor instructed us to feel

every vessel bone muscle and artery it

was really an experience getting to know

a body at this level Apart from getting
acquainted very well with the insides

we also learnt another useful thing We
would scrape our fingernails on a bar of

soap before touching the internal organs
because it helped to keep dead tissue

from being embedded in our nails and it

also made washing up a lot easier after

Thanks to Dr Aziina that s one new thing

you ve learnt today

She went on to do her housemanship

on the living after this in the areas of

obstetrics and gynaecology pediatrics
and general medicine And she didn t stop

working even when her appendics burst

At that point in time there was no

such thing as housemen taking medical
leave you just had to turn up she adds

Hanging on to the offending appendics

for the next four days Dr Aziina finally

got some time off to get it treated I was

fortunate nothing happened No one
should wait to see the doctor if there is

anything wrong she cautions

Ironically enough DrAzlina s first surgery

concerned a case of appendicitis Initially

supposed be assisted by a friend who

didn t turn up she was left to handle it

on her own My heart was racing To

practise on a corpse is one thing but

to eventually perform surgery on a live
patient is a different story No matter

how well you do in medical class nothing

prepares you for something like that

I remember the anesthesiologist

asking me You know how to do this or

not He must have seen the expression

on my face I decided to be honest and tell

him I didn t What I witnessed next gave

me a new found respect for people like
him and also the nurseswho assist doctors

in the operation theatre They just handed
me what I needed and told mewhat to do
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she says sheepishly

Over the next 10 years until 2008

Aziina spent time at the Kuala Lumpur

General Hospital Putrajaya Hospital and

also the Selayang Hospital finding time

in between to get her Masters degree

in General Surgery It was during this

time that she was exposed to Breast

and Endocrine surgery and realised that

there weren t many women surgeons
Some people are biased They only want

a male doctor I had one case where a man

wanted to know my gender and when he

was told that the doctor seeing him is a
woman he requested for a male doctor

instead Then I told myself that if male

patients don t want a female doctor dealing

with their urologyproblems then surely there

must be women patients who don t want

a male doctor examining them for breast

problems she adds It was this epiphany of

sorts that made Dr Aziina finally decide to

specialise in breast surgery
She will not say it because she has a

self effacing quality that is a breath of

fresh air but Dr Aziina is thought of very

fondly by her patients During a visit to the
Breast Care Centre at Pantai Hospital

the writer spoke to some women who

were waiting to see the doctor

One lady said You know how doctors

are always waiting to get you out of their

room Dr Aziina keeps us in there for as

many questions as we have She really

listens And from yet another She is

firm but very compassionate and cares

enough to make certain that I have all the

information I need where my treatment
is concerned There were several others

who had indiscreetly eavesdropped on
the conversation and all of them nodded

in vigorous agreement
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These women are among those who

make the effort to come regularly for

their appointments What boggles Dr
Aziina s mind are those who know that

there s something wrong with them but

chose to shop around for other forms
of medication

I have patients who see me and then

don t turn up for their next appointment

saying they want to try alternative means

of medication When they come back
months later it s sometimes too late

There are also unsupportive spouses

who tell their wives that if they go for a

mastectomy divorce papers will bewailing

for them I kid you not and there are more

heartbreaking stories she adds
There was a woman whose husband

had left her after finding out she had

breast cancer and it had already reached

a malignant state lmagine seeing a young

child about eight or nine years old feeding

this woman her mother who had terminal

cancer A child that young taking care

of her mother What do you think about
that she asks

On a more positive note I mustsaythat

I do see some improvement in terms of

spousal support especially More husbands

are coming in with their wives for one and

they re asking me questions about breast

cancer about what to expect and they re

listening and participating in the entire

process Although there are difficult days

what keeps me at this is to know that I can

help in some way to prevent more of the

heart breaking scenes I mentioned earlier

from taking place
Apart from her work as a consultant

breast surgeon Dr Aziina is also very keen
on Palliative Care Medicine In medical

school we are never taught about how to
break bad news If it s difficult for me to tell

a patient they ve not long to live can you

only imagine how much harder it must be
for them I don t want to ever become

immune to what I see and do No such

luck of that happening Doc The women

in the waiting room would agree 0
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